Detailed diagnostics for a hot bromine plasma by the open M-shell opacity.
The experimental transmission spectrum of a hot bromine plasma [J. E. Bailey, J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transf. 81, 31 (2003)] has been simulated by using a detailed level accounting model (DLA). With assumption of the local thermodynamic equilibrium, the major absorption lines of the experimental spectrum are well reproduced by the present DLA calculation, and the details of the absorption line shapes are used to determine the temperature of the plasma. In contrast to the results of two former statistical models, where the temperature was determined via a global fitting to the experimental data, the present DLA diagnoses the plasma temperature by the line ratios of different charge states in the 2p-->3d transition groups resulting in a temperature of 37 eV . It is shown that a change of 1 eV in temperature could cause perceptible changes in the simulated spectrum. It is also shown that the 2 p1/2 -->3 d3/2 absorptions have been overestimated by the statistical models.